Former UK PM Calls For
‘Global Government’ To Tackle
Coronavirus
UK’s Ex-Prime Minister Gordon Brown has been widely hailed as a
Technocrat, social engineer and member of the global elite. He is calling
for a ‘working executive’ who would have power to direct all nations in
the fight against the coronavirus pandemic. ⁃ TN Editor
Now is the time for global leaders to create one world government to
tackle the twin medical and economic crises caused by the Chinese
coronavirus pandemic, former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown urged
on Thursday.
The left-wing former Labour leader said there was a need for a taskforce
involving world leaders, health experts and the heads of international
organisations that would have supreme and unfettered executive powers
to coordinate the response.
He gave no indication of who would appoint the “leaders,” how long they
would serve for or just what their powers would involve,
the Guardian reports.

Brown simply wants a new layer of global supra-government to force a
solution to a crisis that began in Wuhan, China.
“This is not something that can be dealt with in one country,” he said.
“There has to be a coordinated global response.”
Brown said the current crisis was different to the one he was involved in
2008 during the global financial crash. “That was an economic problem
that had economic causes and had an economic solution.
“This is first and foremost a medical emergency and there has to be joint
action to deal with that. But the more you intervene to deal with the
medical emergency, the more you put economies at risk.”
Brown said his proposed global taskforce would fight the crisis on two
fronts. There would need to be a coordinated effort to find a vaccine, and
to organise production, purchasing and prevent profiteering.
Read full story here…

Is Killing The Economy Worth
Killing The Virus?
Destroying the economy is the primary goal of Sustainable Development,
aka Technocracy. However, far more people will suffer and die in a
chaotic, collapsed economic system, than from the coronavirus itself for
ironically, there will be no resources left to help save those lives. ⁃ TN
Editor
“We cannot let the cure be worse than the problem itself,” tweeted the
president on Sunday night, adding that, after the current 15-day
shutdown, “we will make a decision as to which way we want to go.”
President Trump is said to be privately expressing a deepening concern
at the damage the coronavirus shutdown is doing to the U.S. economy
and debating whether it can be safely reopened.
Though castigated for his remark, Trump has a point.
The U.S. is rightly using extreme measures to meet the threat and
control the virus that threatens the lives of millions of Americans, with
the elderly sick foremost among them. And we need to do so without
killing the economy upon which scores of millions of other Americans
depend.
Clearly, America was unprepared for this pandemic.
And there will be time enough to assess responsibility for the lack of
surgical masks, medical gowns, rubber gloves, respirators, ventilators
and hospital beds.
The immediate imperative is to produce those beds and that equipment
and get it delivered to doctors, nurses and hospital staff, the front-line
troops in the battle to control the virus.
However, during this shutdown, all “nonessential businesses” are being
closed and their workers sent home to shelter in place and to keep
“social distance” from friends and neighbors to minimize the risk of

spreading this easily transmissible virus.
Unfortunately, what is “nonessential” to some — bars, restaurants,
hotels, stores, cruise ships, tourist sites, shops, malls — are places of
employment and indispensable sources of income for millions of other
Americans.
Close the businesses where these Americans work and you terminate the
paychecks on which they depend to pay the rent and buy the food and
medicines they and their families need to shelter and live. And if the
salaries and wages on which workers depend are cut off, how are these
millions of newly unemployed supposed to live?
How do those who follow the instructions of the president and governors
to remain in their homes get their prescriptions filled and buy the food to
feed their families?
How long can the shutdown be sustained if the necessities of life for the
unemployed and unpaid begin to run out? Is it necessary to create an
economic and social crisis to solve the medical crisis?
“We had to destroy the village in order to save it,” was a remark
attributed to a U.S. Army officer in the Vietnam War. Must we cripple or
destroy the economy to rescue the American nation from the coronavirus
crisis of 2020?
Then there is the matter of time. Many Americans can survive on what
they have on hand for two or four weeks. Far fewer can survive without
income for two or four months.
If we shut down the economy, what will we have when the medical crisis
passes, be that in May, June, July, August or September?
Read full story here…

A Non-Technocrat Method To
Fight Coronavirus
TN has stated repeatedly that not all scientists and engineers are
Technocrats. Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai holds four degrees from MIT plus a
PhD in Biological Engineering and yet seeks to use his knowledge to
serve mankind rather than to control it. ⁃ TN Editor
States and cities are shutting down businesses, closing schools,
prohibiting crowds, imposing curfews—all to contain the spread of
coronavirus.
The draconian measures are a major subversion of Americans’
constitutional liberties, yet proponents of such policies claim they are a
necessary evil to prevent this latest pandemic from causing mass
fatalities. The disastrous effect on our economy, they say, is to be
preferred to the deaths of millions.
But what if we didn’t have to choose one or the other? What if protecting
American lives and preserving our freedom and economic stability
weren’t mutually exclusive?

Sound too good to be true? Not according to Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai.
In a letter to President Trump, Dr. Ayyadurai, a world-renowned systems
scientist and pioneer in the field of systems biology, outlined a solution
to the current crisis that he said would restore the immune health of the
American people without jeopardizing the nation’s economic health.
Ayyadurai holds four degrees from MIT, to which he returned in 2003 to
complete doctoral work within the Department of Biological
Engineering—work that led him to develop CytoSolve, a “scalable
computational platform for modeling the cell by dynamic integration of
molecular pathways models.”
In his letter to the president, Dr. Ayyadurai rejects the response model
pushed by Dr. Anthony Fauci, who serves as director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and is seen as the guiding
force behind the Trump administration’s coronavirus policy.
“The current trajectory of Dr. Fauci’s public ‘health’ policy will result in
the short-and long-term destruction of citizens’ immune health as well as
our nation’s economic health,” Dr. Ayyadurai asserts. “Dr. Fauci’s policy,
at best, is based on a 1950s outdated ‘one-size-fits-all,’ non-personalized
approach to medicine and public health; and at worst, is derived from a
‘fake science’ understanding of the immune system … .”
Dr. Ayyadurai argues that “[t]here is no need to shut down our entire
country. There is no need to quarantine all of our citizens. The solution
herein provides a path to advance the immune health of all our citizens
while getting our healthy people back to work — now.”
The MIT-grad lays the foundation for his proposal by explaining that,
contrary to the common misconception, it is not the virus — coronavirus
or otherwise — that harms individuals, but a person’s own faulty immune
system.
The modern science of the immune system informs us that it is the over
reaction [sic] of our OWN weakened and dysfunctional immune system
attacking tissues and cells of our own body that harms and kills, versus
the virus — be it COVID-19 or any other virus…. In healthy individuals,

the immune system processes pathogens with a natural immune
response that is mild and non-lethal; however, in those who are immunecompromised — elderly and those with pre-existing conditions—their
own immune systems may overreact; and in the case of COVID-19,
attacking lung epithelial cells and tissues leading to hospitalization and
mortality.
It is commonly acknowledged that even though all Americans are being
asked to self-quarantine and refrain from their regular business,
coronavirus generally provokes serious symptoms in the elderly and
those who have weakened immune systems due to conditions like heart
disease, diabetes, or obesity.
Healthy adults are usually either asymptomatic or at most experience a
brief fever and flu-like symptoms, while cases of affliction in children are
rare.
Dr. Ayyadurai holds that because most Americans will not be severely
impacted by the virus, it is not necessary to quarantine everyone. And
because the risk is the result of a weakened immune system, the key is
to strengthen people’s immunity.
He then goes on to outline “the solution that can lead America back to
health—immune and economic:”
Read full story here…

